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                                        to our new new range
of Treatments and Spa Packages.

For your peace of mind they have all been
specifically designed to create the perfect
balance of sheer self indulgence within the
safety of current government guidelines at the
same time as being utterly relaxing and
rejuvenating...

The safety of you and our wonderful team here
is our utmost priority.

For more information on what we are doing to keep you safe please
visit our website…

Welcome…



For a truly unique spa experience, our facilities include relaxation
lounges, spa gardens overlooking the stunning Somerset

countryside, and a warm and relaxing thermal spa
with an indoor heated pool and hot tub.

Escape and unwind with an overnight spa break or treat
and indulge with a day spa experience, whichever you

choose our expert therapists will whisk you into a state of
sublime relaxation.

We embrace the home grown with British beauty
brands Elemis and Natural Spa Factory at the centre of
what we do, and most of our body treatments are now

Vegan friendly too.



Massage
Melt away your stresses and strains…

The power of touch combined with the healing
properties of scented oils has been promoted
for centuries as beneficial to well being. Our
massage-based body treatments target problem
areas to ease tense and tired muscles and
produce a newfound sense of wellness

55 minutes

A light, calming massage tailored to your
individual needs.
This massage will treat all areas of the
body prone to stress and tension, such as
the shoulders, neck and back, along with
the upper and lower legs, arms and hands.
The calming oil blend and tension-
releasing massage will melt you into a
state of total relaxation. A sense of
complete well-being, inside and out.

70 minutes

40 minutes

Using hot stones to massage the body, this
treatment is designed to relieve aches
and pains at a deeper level. A specialised
massage to treat common discomforts
such as lower back pain, tight shoulders
and stiff neck.

55 minutes

40 minutes

Vegan friendly!
Good things come in small packages! And these warm, soothing and sensual
massage candles are certainly no exception. Applied directly to the skin, the
melted candles are infused with the most indulgent fragrances from the heady
scent of Cocoa Flower to the freshness of Rose and the sweetness of Honey. The
warm wax relaxes the muscles and the combination of soybean and coconut oil
plus beeswax penetrates the skin, leaving it indulgently nourished.

Plus, you get the added benefit of taking the candle home with you!

Choose from;

Let your senses take you away to a beautiful rose garden with this
blended body oil. The rose scent promotes feelings of well being, invoking positive
thoughts and reducing anxiety.

The buttery cocoa scent promotes feelings of calm and well being.
The sweet honey scent soothes and calms.

The refreshing and woody fig scent is good enough to eat!



85 minutes

55 minutes

Your chosen scent fills the air as a muslin ball filled with therapeutic poultice
gently steams away... and so begins this sensual and healing massage
experience. Your therapist applies a healing herbal poultice to your body in a
rolling, kneading motion, gently warming the muscles ready to receive an oil
massage. This massage treatment will restore you, body and mind.

The Thai Poultice Massage is particularly effective for those with poor circulation,
tired and overworked muscles, stiff joints and osteoarthritis.

Choose from;

Infused with dried rose bud and rose essential oil, this rice body compress is
bursting with beneficial properties. Essential Rose Oil is used to help improve
circulation, soothe muscles and smooth skin, whilst its sweet scent promotes
relaxation and promotes essential nourishment for the skin

Lavender Oil is the optimal addition to any massage treatment to de stress
and relieve tired, tense muscles. Due to its remarkably relaxing and sedative
properties, lavender is the ideal scent and oil to help you unwind. This
treatment will also help improve sleep and insomnia with immediate results.

With a gentle coconut fragrance, this compress will encourage relaxation,
whilst providing a host of benefits to your skin. A heavenly aroma will fill the
room whilst also helping to soothe and comfort the skin, and provide it with
essential antioxidants.



Treatment Rituals

45 minute

The ultimate pick me up
treatment! A much needed
warming back and shoulder
massage. Focusing on alleviating
the tension in all the areas that
need it most, including the lower
back and shoulders. A massage
that will leave you feeling fully
relaxed.

45 minute

Warming, wonderful and just
what you need! A divinely
scented coconut back
exfoliation followed by a
warming back, shoulder and
scalp massage with coconut
infused oils. Sheer bliss!

45 minute

Using our Signature calming
rose oils, this treatment begins
with a deeply relaxing hand
massage into a soothing foot
exfoliation, followed by a
wonderfully relaxing leg
and foot massage. Leaving you
on Cloud 9!

75 minutes

A back exfoliation with our
classic and delicate Wild Rose
Salt Scrub followed by a
massage from your scalp to the
tips of your toes using our Well-
being Rose Massage Candle. A
treat for your senses!

75 minutes

Relaxing yet uplifting… using our
zesty lime and lemon grass salt
scrub to detoxify and
smooth the skin on your arms
and legs. Followed by a relaxing
yet invigorating full body
massage with citrus infused oils.
Rejuvenating for body and
mind!

75 minutes

Using hot stones to massage the
body, this treatment is designed
to relieve aches and pains at a
deeper level. A specialised
massage to treat common
discomforts such as lower back
pain, tight shoulders and stiff
neck.

Embracing positivity and well being

These indulgent and healing treatments have been designed by our expert
team of therapists to bring you three specialist body treatments to balance
body and mind for the ultimate spa experience.



Mums to be….

From relaxing treatments to the finishing touches...

Tips and toes can often be forgotten, yet some of the most relaxing and
beneficial treatments can be on our hands and feet.

Indulge in a relaxing foot and leg massage or simply finish your spa
experience with a manicure to take care of those final touches.

55 minutes

An indulgent treatment for your feet and toes. Whether it's a much needed tidy up ready for a public
appearance or just a luxurious treat for your feet, our pedicure includes nail shaping, cuticle tidy, and polish
application, as well as a divine relaxing foot massage.

Plus, you get to keep your chosen nail polish colour to take home with you!

55 minutes

Enjoy pure pampering to your hands with our luxurious manicure treatment. The manicure includes nail
shaping, cuticle tidy, and polish application, as well as a relaxing hand and arm massage.

Plus, you get to keep your chosen nail polish colour!

*Upgrade to Gel Polish for £10!

Tips & Toes

Our deeply relaxing and restorative pregnancy treatment is suitable for
those past the first trimester. An indulgent experience focused entirely on
you.

55 minutes

Your treatment will begin with a foot soak and exfoliation, followed by our
relaxing lower leg and foot massage, along with a much needed shoulder and
scalp massage.

Why not leave your toes perfect by adding on a spa pedicure...

Our question is - will you choose  or ?!

Treatments available before 12 weeks, Spa Manicure or Spa Pedicure.



Spa Days…
Unwind and make the day your own

Our beautiful spa facilities, relaxing country gardens and talented spa
therapists will give you the perfect day spa experience.

For your peace of mind, all of our spa days include:

2 hours access to our spa facilities, with indoor heated pool,
fully-equipped gym and hot tub

Full access to our beautiful relaxation lounges and gardens

Hire of a robe, towel and slippers

Ivy £40

Enjoy a Summer Iced Tea on arrival before relaxing in our
wonderful spa facilities. The perfect spa experience.
Why not add a Foxy Afternoon Tea
Or lunch in our Garden Coffee House & Bistro.

Lavender £80

Enjoy a Summer Iced Tea on arrival
A relaxing 45 minute Ritual Treatment
Choosing from: Shoulder to Shoulder, Coconut Dream

or Rose Ritual

Poppy £100

Enjoy a Summer Iced Tea on arrival
A fabulous 75 minute Ritual Body Treatment
Choosing from: Rose Garden or Zesty Reviver

Fizz Fridays £80 for Two!
Enjoy that Friday feeling,
an evening dip & a bottle of fizz, perfect!



 & Breaks
Relax and recharge with our indulgent overnight spa breaks

Take a dip in the pool… unwind in the hot tub…
   & relax mind, body and soul in our beautiful spa lounges and gardens...

For your peace of mind, all of our spa breaks include:

Two hours access to our spa  facilities each day
(indoor heated pool, fully-equipped gym, hot tub)

Use of our beautiful relaxation lounges and gardens throughout
your stay

Overnight accommodation with a tasty breakfast tray

Hire of a robe, towel and slippers

*All spas are payable in full on booking with a 7-day transferable notice period

Truly relax into things with an overnight spa
experience midweek, available Sunday to Friday

Simply Spa
From £59 per person

Spa Easy
£125 per person
A fabulous Somerset Cream Tea with Glass of Fizz
Plus
A relaxing 45 minute Ritual Treatment
Choosing from: Shoulder to Shoulder, Coconut Dream or Rose Ritual

Why stay for just one night when you can escape
for two…

Spa Retreat
£195 per person
2 Night Stay
A fabulous Somerset Cream Tea with Glass of Fizz
Plus
A relaxing 45 minute Ritual Treatment
Choosing from: Shoulder to Shoulder, Coconut Dream or Rose Ritual

Or three?!
Spa Cation
£255 per person

A Three Night Stay
A tasty Somerset Cream Tea with Glass of Fizz
Plus
A fabulous 75 minute Ritual Body Treatment
Choosing from: Rose Garden or Zesty Reviver



01823 662033
WWW.CLEVEHOTEL.COM
The Cleve Hotel & Spa | Mantle Street | Wellington | TA21 8SN

Please visit our website for full Spa
and Treatment information


